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Highlands Malaria is Common but HIV very rare in Rural
Areas of Burundi 2,000 Meters above Sea Level
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Abstract:

Highlands malaria is defined as falciparum parasitaemia at
1,500 meters above sea level nowadays above 2,000 meters.
Here we describe the relatively high proportion among outpatients in rural Burundi with a low density of population and
travel mobility leading to minimal occurrence of HIV and TB.
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50 years ago, malaria was endemic up to
1,500 m above sea level, however with urbanization. climate changes and global warming, it is
now clinically defined as parasitaemia at an altitude of 2,000 m above sea level. In the last 5
years, we have described malaria in the rural population of Rwanda at an altitude of 2,500 sea
level altitude(1). Vice versa, the proportion of
HIV is decreasing in those highlands because climate and the absence of agriculture has decreased the density and contact resulting in a logical decrease in sexually transmitted diseases including HIV(2). This short pilot research showed
a decreasing occurrence of HIV in the presence
of increasing highlands malaria in the Burundian Region of Rumeza at the altitude of 2,000 m
above sea level in 2020.

Introduction

A single cohort of outpatient visits within one
month at the Rumeza Healthcare Center serving
the rural area of about 10,000 people showed 198
visits in the month of October. This clinic is between 1,950 and 2,100 meters above sea level
with next nearest hospital is about a l hour drive
so most of the patients are managed on an outpatient basis.

Patients and Methods

Malaria was the second commonest disease,
surprisingly responsible for up to 30% of all admissions, just after upper and lower respiratory
tract infections (41%); third commonest disease
was gastroenteritis with 19% of all visits. Parasites were surprisingly found at a much lower
proportion than in large cities e.g. Nairobi (2)
within a screening for anemia of 7%. Only 4 patients with TB and only 2 patients with HIV positive tests were diagnosed. Low mobility and low
density of population were considered responsible for an unexpectedly low occurrence of HIV
and TB, vice versa, very surprisingly was a 30%
proportion of fever epidosed with microscopically and repid test-confirmed malaria due to P
falciparum.

Results and Discussion

In conclusion, highlands malaria is an emerging public health problem also at altitudes of
more than 2,000 meters and stand by therapy spe-

cially for children should be included into the
first aid equipment available in all villages irrespective of altitude. Our findings are similar to
those 5 years ago in Rwanda in the Bigugu Region near the Lake of Kiwu, at an altitude up to
2,500 meters with similar morbidity. Surprisingly, the proportion of HIV was only l% and TB
2% that is much lower than in other Eastern
African Union countries such as Uganda, Tanzania and Kenya.
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